Please get in touch via the Editor’s button.

Editorial

Also keep coming any experiences you have
had in the healing of your own community.
It’s good to share knowledge, and feel support
of others.

Welcome to the June edition of the Magazine.
Although I start writing this at the end of
March, I hope that by June thoughts of a harsh
winter have begun to fade, and of course for
our Australian and New Zealand friends that
winter is being kinder to yourselves.

Enjoy your Summer/Winter. We are at a very
special time. Make every change, a change for
the better. Nothing happens in isolation, and
although you may think that you are alone,
your every action has a reaction in the world.

Recently I had an e mail from Steven Fuller.
“Feeling that with the new global energy, there
is a need for a bit of focussed direction. Back
in the 90’s Fountain International used to
focus on Silbury Hill, U.K, once a month and
everyone linked in at the same time from all
around the world sending out Pure Love from
Silbury Hill around the world.” Steven felt that
Glastonbury Tor should be the new focal
point?

Pure Love

Some of the most important ley lines in the
world pass through Glastonbury Tor. It is
easily visualised, globally known, so could be a
strong contender.

Suzanne Thomas

“LOVE alone is capable of uniting
living beings in such a way as to
complete and fulfil them and joins
them by what is deepest in
themselves.”
Teilhard de Chardin

Glastonbury Tor

Check out our Facebook Page.

At present I would recommend, if people wish
to participate, to send Pure Love energy to the
Tor, where is can be stored until it all goes out
together at 7am on the 1st of each month
around the earth, including above and below
ground.

Like us.

I would like to know your views on the matter.
For example; if you feel this energy should be
sent out into the world more often, this could
be weekly or daily, (tagged onto your daily
sending of Pure Love energy to your own
community.)

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact
with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational
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All original submissions of the submitter
welcome, within the general remit of the magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor. With regard
to articles, we are looking for 1,500 words max,
with illustrations or photo’s.

Many thanks to all our contributors,
without them there would be no magazine.

Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide
your light. There is no better time than NOW!
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nobody understands quantum mechanics.’ (1)
Even Albert Einstein, the father of general relativity theory, denounced quantum physics as
a flawed theory in 1935, saying it inferred bizarre and nonsensical concepts such as ‘spooky
action at a distance’, (2) whereby particles
could somehow ‘communicate’ instantaneously with each other over vast distances. This
seemed to contradict Einstein’s theory that
nothing could travel faster than light, hence he
concluded that quantum physics had to be
wrong.
In the last few decades however, some of the
most modern and technologically advanced
experiments conducted in linear accelerators
have proved Einstein wrong and quantum
physics correct.
Simplistically, if you split a particle and put
one part say in the Stanford Linear Accelerator
and the other part in the CERN facility, then
when you change the direction of spin on one
part of the particle, the other part also, simultaneously, changes direction. That is the
demonstrated fact of non-locality. But how
does the one half know what it’s other half is
doing? The answer seems to be some sort of
energetic entanglement at the quantum level
with an omniscient and omnipresent field of
information which is ‘just there’.

Distance Healing Possible
through “Spooky Action at a
Distance”
By Evelyn Brodie
It is common these days to find ‘energy
healers’ advertising distance healing to people
that are unable to attend a therapist in person.
Sceptics have frequently dismissed such claims
as impossible and hence fraudulent. Even
those making them could only ask for clients’
trust, without being able to provide any logical
or scientific explanation.
In the last few years however, new discoveries
from quantum mechanics have validated the
existence of ‘non-locality’ as it’s called at the
microcosmic level and a mountain of
experiential evidence about the impact of
distance healing is accumulating to verify it at
the macrocosmic level.
Quantum mechanics and the
holographic universe

A metaphor that was coined by Professor
David Bohm is that of the ‘holographic
universe’. If a hologram is smashed into
millions of pieces, each piece contains the
whole picture but from a different perspective.
This holographic universe or entangled field of
information is now being given many names
by different branches of science and medicine,
such as the knowing field, the info-realm, the

One of the reasons that these discoveries are
not better known is that the physics is
intellectually difficult and non-rational and the
conclusions fly in the face of our everyday
experience of ‘reality’. Professor Richard
Feynman, a pioneer of quantum mechanics
who won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1965, is
quoted as stating, ‘I think I can safely say that
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case histories. It is peer reviewed and
conforms to the Consort Standards and the
Standards of the National Institutes of Health.
In a book based on the results reported to the
Institute (4), Dawson Church and Norman
Shealy, M.D., Ph.D. document over one
hundred scientific studies, and dozens of
medically verified “miraculous” cures, that
demonstrate the power of thought, prayer and
belief.

collective consciousness, the Akashic field.
Metaphysically it has traditionally been called
God or Brahman or Allah.
Non-locality finally starts to explain how each
one of us as a piece of the holographic universe
is capable of accessing all the information that
exists ‘out there’ so long as our brains can ‘tune
in’ at the right frequency, just as you need a
light source vibrating at the right frequency to
read a hologram.

Hundreds more similar reports are now
available and the bibliography to my book lists
a number of useful sources of this research.

Dr. Larry Dossey’s
Three Eras of Healing
Dr. Larry Dossey in the USA describes three
eras of healing. Era I is the now old-fashioned
Western model which believes the body is
simply a mechanism and the only solutions are
physical or pharmacological.

Implications
For most people, accessing the info-realm is
most easily achieved through experiences such
as meditation or plant medicines. And access
brings us new ways of healing ourselves,
physically and emotionally, giving us much
greater control over our own health and
destinies than many of us have been
conditioned to believe.

Era II, which is gradually becoming the
accepted norm, derives from the work of
psychoneuroimmunologists and neuroscientists and admits there is memory in cells
throughout the body, not just in the brain. It
accepts the psychosomatic effects of one’s own
consciousness on one’s own body. This allows
us to have a highly significant influence over
our physical and emotional health through our
thoughts and beliefs.

Many healers are also able to access the
info-realm and this work outside conventional
space and time is what the traditional shamans
have been doing for centuries. One interesting
observation that emerged from the work of
Robert Beck (5) as far back as the 1960s, is
that healers’ brains appear to operate in a
particular electromagnetic frequency range
which is in alignment with the frequency of the
Earth’s magnetic field. Church reports Beck’s
work as follows. ‘The Earth resonates at an
average frequency of 7.8Hz, while the
dominant brainwave frequency of sensitives,
such as shamans and healers, comes close to
7.83Hz, and may, at times, beat in phase with
the Earth’s signal, thereby causing harmonic
resonance...They appear to be tapping into a
universal frequency that is implicated in
healing, and is effective regardless of the
belief structure of the healer.’ (6)

Era III is where the mind is described as “nonlocal” and unconfined by either space or
time. It recognises that our non-local mind
may affect healing both within and between
people. Non-contact and distance healing
become possible with non-local mind, as do
healings backwards and forwards in time (for
instance working with past lives or the ancestors.)
Evidence
Just as linear accelerators have proven the
existence of non-locality at the quantum level,
Dossey and others have been working to
collect the evidence that proves the existence
of non-locality at the mind level.

So distance healing seems to involve the healer
entering into an altered state of consciousness
that allows access to the info-realm and
connection or entanglement with the client
through that universal energy field.

In Healing Beyond the Body, he reports the
results of many meta analyses of Era III
medicines. (3) For instance, studies conducted
over two decades at the Princeton Engineering
Anomalies Research Laboratory show that
non-local awareness operates through time as
well as through space, showing odds against
chance of one hundred billion to one that
mentally sent images chosen at random from a
computer data bank, are actually perceived by
the ‘receiver’ precognitively up to several days
before being sent and before being selected by
the computer.

Just because distance healing can work of
course doesn’t imply it always will work. As
with attending a healer in person it is essential
to pick someone that you feel drawn to and
trust. Neuroscience tells us that mirroring the
neuronal pathways of a grounded and
empathic therapist is one of the keys to helping
traumatised clients, so the client-therapist
relationship is crucial whether in person or at
a distance.

The Soul Medicine Institute has set up the first
international database of energy psychology
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(1) Hawking, Stephen and Leonard Mlodinow.
2010. The Grand Design p.74 London, UK:
Bantam Press.

Danger and Courage
http://www.fearlesspuppy.org

(2) Letter from Einstein to Max Born, 3 March
1947; The Born-Einstein Letters;
Correspondence between Albert Einstein and
Max and Hedwig Born from 1916 to 1955,
Walker, New York, 1971. (cited in M. P.
Hobson; et al. Quantum Entanglement and
Communication Complexity (1998). pp. 1/13.)
(3) Dossey, Dr., Larry. 2009. Healing Beyond
the Body pp 221 -25 London, UK: Piatkus
Books.
(4) Shealy, M.D., Ph.D., Norman and Church
Ph.D., Dawson 2008. Soul Medicine: Awakening your Inner Blueprint for Abundant Health
and Energy USA: Energy Psychology Press.
(5) Beck, Roberts. 1986. Mood modification
with ELF magnetic fields: A preliminary exploration p.4 Archaues.

I’ve lived in several apartment buildings in
America. Many of the neighbors became my
friends while others seemed best to avoid, but
we all took the same elevator.

(6) Church Ph.D., Dawson. 2007. The Genie
in Your Genes, Epigenetic Medicine and the
New Biology of Intention pp 102-103
Llandeilo, U.K.: Cygnus Books.

Jim’s apartment was two doors down from a
woman I lived with briefly back in America.
Jim seemed like someone to avoid. He was
downright strange and appeared to be a few
sandwiches short of a full mental picnic.

Evelyn Brodie

His full time job was to ask everyone else on
the floor to visit him. He waited behind his
apartment’s front doorway to hear the elevator
arriving at our floor. As the elevator door
opened, so did his. A foul, bizarre odor that
would seal a skunk’s nostrils came flowing
from his apartment into the hallway, along
with a “How you doing? Found something
great on the computer videos if you want to
see!”

Evelyn Brodie works in the UK, as a shaman, a
Reiki Master and a craniosacral therapist,
helping clients to release trauma, stress,
depression, physical illness and limiting
beliefs. Previously she was an economist,
financial broadcast journalist working for the
BBC, Sky News, CNBC and Bloomberg, and an
executive communications consultant. She
tells the full story of the u-turn in her beliefs
and way of living in her book, ‘Corporate
Bitch to Shaman - A journey uncovering
the links between 21st century science,
consciousness and the ancient healing
practices'.

Everyone would nod politely to him but no one
would go in. Everyone looked at Jim as a
potentially dangerous character, although
each of us had a different idea about what that
danger might be. I thought Jim was relatively
harmless but might start to knock on my door
constantly if I was sociable to him just once.
Ken, in the apartment next to Jim’s, was sure
that Jim was evil, crazy, and gay. He thought
there was a very real danger of getting
chloroformed and cornholed in Jim’s lair. (No
one visited Ken much either.) Kathy, next door
to me, said, “He could be a lunatic or even a
rapist!”
As my brief romance was waning and it
became clear that the end was near, I started
seeing Jim as less of a threat. He never did
seem like a chloroforming, cornholing, lunatic
rapist to me—and it now seemed I wouldn’t be
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living in the building long enough for him to
become much of a nuisance.

actual psychotic or just an unusual fellow—
until he told me his story.

I decided to brave the minimal danger and go
in to Jim’s home at his next invitation. My
guess was that he didn’t have any human body
parts in the freezer, although the smell coming
from his apartment was so bad it could have
been fried colon wrapped in two-week jogger
socks.

I found out quickly that Jim was very much
more lonely and ill than depraved or
dangerous. He was ill with good reason. He
had been stabbed directly in the heart and
barely escaped death during a mugging
suffered months earlier, before moving into
the building. This episode had some serious
psychological as well as physical side effects, as
could be expected. Jimmy had locked himself
off from a threatening world but was smart
enough to know he had a problem, and
courageous enough to do something about it.
He braved a ferocious fear and threw a line out
to the world every time he opened his door to
invite someone in. Jim prayed that eventually
someone would reel that line in and pull him
back into the world. He had gotten along very
well with that world before his trauma.

My visit turned out to be an education. Jim
taught me more about danger and courage in
an hour than I had learned about those things
in a lifetime.
For the hundredth time, I got out of the
elevator and heard, “How you doing? Found
something great on the computer videos if you
want to see!”
I shocked both of us by saying “Sure, Jim. But
I haven’t got long.”

The smell from his house turned out to be a
constantly simmering pot of Valerian herb tea.
This guy was smart enough to stay away from
pharmaceutical or illegal drugs. “Valerian root
may smell like a mixture of foot and ass,” Jim
said, “but it’ll calm you down pronto with no
addictiveness or side effects!”

“Fafafafine,” he stuttered.
The cleanliness of his apartment surprised me.
“How would you define the word danger,
Ten?” he asked.
Jim obviously hadn’t polished his social skills
in a while. He didn’t realize that such an
opening line might send a red flag up in an
already suspicious visitor’s mind. Being a little
unnerved by the question, I chattered too
much of an answer.

Jim was on disability leave from work. His
groceries were delivered. The isolation left him
with a computer for a best friend. He was on it
more often than not, researching all possible
sources of medical and psychological
knowledge that might help him heal. Jim
hadn’t shaken the severe tweaks out of his
mind yet, but he was certainly working on it.

“Well, Jim, everyone’s got a different thing
that they are scared of and consider
dangerous. Some things are obvious, like a car
bearing down on you or a guy shooting a gun
at you. Everybody sees that as danger! Then
there are things particular to each individual
depending on their situation. A wife feels
danger to her home because her husband is
unfaithful. A person feels the danger of death
after being diagnosed with a terminal disease.
Then there are a lot of things people think very
dangerous that don’t even exist. It may be that
most of the things people think are dangerous
don’t really exist in their lives at all! That’d be
something like a wife feeling danger although
her husband is faithful, or a person feeling
their survival threatened when they just read
about a disease.”

Jim said, “Look at this!” as he tapped into the
Bookmarks section of his computer and
popped up a video. He pushed the video ahead
to a timing marker that he knew very well. At
55:00 of a video called The Yogis of Tibet, Jim
gave me some information about danger and
courage that stopped my clock.
The punch line that Jim brought me to was an
interview with the Dalai Lama, who was
talking about his conversations with old
Monks and Nuns recently released from
twenty years of captivity in Chinese prison
camps.
The Dalai Lama described the incredibly brutal
conditions, as the victims themselves had
recounted those conditions to him. Some
prisoners were made to break rocks until their
arms literally withered. Torture, sleep
deprivation, and many other severe
persecutions were commonplace. The systemic
cruelty was heightened by near-starvation.
Prisoners were given a small ball of barley
flour for the daily meal. The older Monks

Jim became more animated as he responded.
“I thought that covered all the choices too!
Turns out there are definitions of danger we’ve
never considered!”
This conversation happened as soon as I
entered Jim’s door. It was getting harder by
the minute to know if I had put myself in real
or imaginary danger. I couldn’t tell if he was an
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There may be a teacher waiting for you around
the next corner.

would sometimes give their food to the
younger Monks in the hopes of strengthening
those younger Monks’ chances of lengthy
survival.

It could be the very next person who says hello.
Once you make sure there are no human body
parts in the freezer and that the smell is
nothing worse than an herb, you might find
that your very own neighbor has a good story
for you!
Fearless Puppy on the American Road
All author profits from book sales sponsor
wisdom professionals, beginning with Tibetan
Buddhist Nuns and Monks. All details, project
info, interviews, news articles about me,
citations, Congressional record piece, etc. are
at http://www.fearlesspuppy.org

The Dalai Lama said, “I asked the old Monk
about his experience. He told that on a few
occasions he faced some danger, and I asked
him what kind of danger—figuring he must be
talking about fear for his very life. The old
Monk answered, ‘A few times during that
twenty years I felt in danger of losing
compassion for the Communist Chinese prison
guards.’ ”
“Love thy enemy” is an important part of
Buddhist ideology. The old Monk embodied
this ideal with a power so massive that it
shattered all my ideas about danger and
rebuilt all my misconceptions about courage.
I had avoided Jim for months. I never
expected to be in this potentially dangerous
person’s company at all, and Jim certainly
never seemed like a person to seek any ground
breaking wisdom or chill provoking realization
from. But what he showed me about danger
and courage, by way of his personal example as
well as his video, was as powerful and valuable
as any insight from a Wisdom Professional.

Beyond Positive Thinking:
How Manifestation Really Works
Sarah Lambert

I may have helped him by making that first
visit, but he paid me back with interest.
We had a few more visits before I left that
apartment building. Jim had some more good
videos to show me.

I never studied “The Secret”, Law of
Attraction, Abraham Hicks, or any number of
countless resources currently available on
manifestation. When exposed to them I felt
slightly rankled by how they seemed to miss
the point.

One day, I invited him to leave the security of
his apartment and enter the guaranteed safety
of mine. Jim hesitated and twitched a bit
before he realized that the time had finally
come to step out past the door. He watched a
video with my soon-to-be-ex and me.

If manifestation were about getting a bunch of
stuff that won’t last, billionaires would be the
most enlightened, happy people on the planet.
Instead, well, they’re not.

We’ve lost touch since but last I heard Jim and
my ex were very happy together. He was back
at work. Since meeting Jim, I have been
studying up on how to be less judgmental and
more understanding of people. Both Jim and
his video taught me how valuable those
qualities can be.

My approach is slightly different. My learning
on the subject came from the study of internal
martial arts and the neutral observation of how
energy works. As such, I would describe
manifestation as the art of becoming
conscious.

There’s no shortage of help in the world,
amigos.
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Exercise for Creative Ease

I’ve spoken many times about how the urge to
do things is a hard-wired instinct born out of
survival, meaning we tend to tense up and
experience stress when thinking about goals
and activities. Even planning a trip to the
beach can be stressful as ideas about
everything that needs to be done pile up.

Think about a goal you have for something you
would like to achieve or experience in life. It
can be as big or small as you like.

It’s this mindset of getting something done
that’s often applied to manifestation, which
invites new insidious levels of tension. People
become obsessed with thinking positive,
avoiding negative feelings, and proving that it
works.
What if manifestation had nothing to do with
how you think and feel, and everything to do
with what you give?
Observe your goal with soft vision, as though
you were looking out over a vista. Notice any
stress that comes up in your body or thoughts
as you do. Do you begin to tense in
anticipation of effort? Do self-judgments come
up for not having it already? Is there a level of
despair that says it can’t be achieved?
Observe neutrally the stress as one observes
clouds passing. Slow and deepen your breath,
and consciously relax any point of tension that
arises in reaction to your want.

The world is a mirror, not a resource. It
operates with the innocence of a child, simply
reflecting back to you whatever you show it. If
you practice acceptance and gratitude for your
thoughts and feelings (be they “positive”, or
“negative”) you offer acceptance and gratitude
to the world, which reflects this energy back to
you.
Even better, as you relax the tension around
thoughts and feelings, you invite a sense
experience of ease into all aspects of your life
and your focus is no longer dominated by
striving to do something. An exercise for this
approach to manifestation is presented below,
at the end of this article.

As you relax while remaining centered on your
dream, you unlock the unconscious habit of
striving or effort in your life, allowing for the
inherently creative nature of ease to work for
you.

Manifestation is the practice of raising
consciousness. The world constantly and
ceaselessly gives you feedback about what your
energy is really up to, never mind what you
thought you were doing. Your task is to fully
accept whatever shows up as your teacher, and
to listen to and learn the lessons it offers.

Continue this practice for half an hour a day,
and you will train in a feeling sense of ease
associated with this dream. Opportunities
related to it will then not only seem obvious
but easy and fun, and it will most likely show
up on its own.

As you do, you become more conscious, which
is the state of ease itself and life ceases to be a
struggle.
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also known as “white gold”. I use a simple
procedure to concentrate them from Dead Sea
salt. For more information see:

RESEARCHING LIFE ENERGY
Roger Taylor PhD

www.subtleenergies.com/ormus.

Life energy has been a feature of human life
since ancient times, and has attracted many
names: chi, prana, orgone, etc. Today,
although well-known experientially by
sensitive people such as therapists and
dowsers, it has yet to be defined or measured
in a way acceptable to most scientists.

Because dowsing is operator-dependent and
not easily reproducible I have sought more
objective methods to back it up. The most
useful is probably ultra-violet spectroscopy of
water charged with subtle energy. I have a
number of very promising results, obtained by
kind permission of a university department.
Unfortunately it seems to require a rather
advanced type of instrument, and this
department will not do any more for me.
Another, but much more laborious, method is
to measure the growth of seedlings, as shown
below.

My work over the last few years has
constituted an attempt to remedy this missing
part. But, lacking means for objective
measures, I have had to develop a quantitative
dowsing method. A suggestion was made by
James Lyons, who is a mathematician/
physicist and expert dowser. Noting a common
finding by dowsers, of a series of dowsable
rings around a source, such as a standing stone
or a human body, he speculated that the radius
of the innermost ring might relate to the
energy of the source. I have proved this to be
the case by dowsing measured quantities of
charged water, or other liquids.

But first I need to introduce what has been a
major aim in my work: to show non-local
transmission of subtle energy by means of
entanglement between a pair of identical
images on paper. Thus, with one of the pair
close to a source (say in my pyramid) I can
dowse the energy over its copy at any distance.
The suggestion for this type of experiment
came from the web site of Karl Welz
(www.orgone.net). He puts an image of his
logo close to a piece of orgonite, and invites
one to download it and feel the energy. I could
not feel it but, on printing it off and dowsing it,
the energy was obvious – and that is across the
Atlantic! As objective back-up I have some
results with UV spectroscopy, but have done it
more thoroughly in a number of seedling
growth experiments. Here it should be noted
that paper alone is no good, and some images
are better than others. The one I have chosen
works particularly well, probably because it is
rather unique, so that the energy is not
“diluted” among many similar images all over
the world. The setup is shown in the Figure 2.

Fig.1. Plywood Pyramid
(oriented North-South).
With this method I have accumulated a great
deal of data, which is being published in the
new on-line journal Syntropy
(www.syntropy.org/journal-english). Among
the various sources I have used are pieces of
orgonite, which is merely metal particles set in
a non-conductive matrix such as wax or
synthetic resin; geometric sources, such as an
8ft plywood pyramid (Fig. 1), or a wire
structure based on the vesica piscis;
electrically-pulsed non-inductive coils, and
finally ormus. This last is the name now given
to a series of exotic elementary substances,

Fig. 2. Setup for seedling experiment.
For each of the eight experiments, sixty mung
beans were distributed on plastic grids, and
these were suspended in water to half-cover
the beans, in a temperature-controlled
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incubator at 25 degrees. The two grids, with
beans, were weighed after 12 hours swelling,
and then again two days later. As source, I
used a non-inductive coil (“scalar field
antenna”), pulsed at 10kHz from a signal
generator, located in a room some 15m distant
from the incubator. One copy of the image was
distributed over the interior of the incubator,
and the other formed into a cylinder over the
antenna. Test experiments alternated with
controls in which the signal generator was
switched off. As the table shows, on day 2 the
test beans had gained some 30% over the
controls.

then scans through the frequency scale until
his pendulum indicates a resonance. He did
this blind with one of my samples, in which I
had hoped to imprint 5 frequencies. The result was quite remarkable (Fig. 3).

Weight added at Day 2 (gm)*:
Remote scalar

Control

9.6

4.8

7.8

6.1

7.9

4.8

7.2

4.8

Means: 8.13

Fig 3
If, as seems likely, this method would be
storing, not only electromagnetic, but any kind
of information from the local environment
(especially if directed by conscious intention)
then it might be used in healing. Thus the
influence of a short healing session could be
extended indefinitely, in the manner of
radionics.

5.12

Diff. (Test-Control) = +3.0
P< 0.003
*This kind of effect shows better when seedlings are faced with some difficulty, so these
beans were grown in 0.6% table salt.

To my mind one can separate the basic
intensity of a source from the information it
might contain. Thus the intensity within an
ordinary landscape would be quite weak, while
nevertheless containing an enormous amount
of information. It takes much skill for a dowser
to focus intention onto a particular feature in a
landscape, such as a lost gold ring. On the
other hand the intensity of some sources is
sufficient to cause a dowsing response for
almost anyone. This was the case with certain
crop circles, where I have often been surprised
by the strength, and direction, of movement of
my rods. And in one, my wife gave the rods to
some French schoolchildren, some of whom
clearly had a response. As a beginner, however,
my dowsing has been limited to the intensity of
the dowsing signal, and I have not so far tried
to direct my intention towards any particular
informational content.

Having shown non-local transmission of the
basic life-energy, I was concerned to see
whether information could be likewise
transmitted. For this I made use of an
interesting finding relating to ormus. While
my usual preparation has some dowsable
energy, I discovered that this energy could be
greatly enhanced by adding Magnesium
phosphate. In fact, although Dead Sea salt has
almost no dowsable energy, within a few
minutes of adding Magnesium phosphate
directly to a strong solution of it, the energy
rose to a very high level. I then speculated that,
during the entry of ormus into the Magnesium
phosphate crystals, it might take up and store
information. And further that information
might be transmissible by non-local entanglement. Thus I exposed an ormus/Dead Sea salt
mixture to a series of electrical frequencies, by
means of non-local entanglement, with the
same pair of images as used in the seedling
experiment. After 10-15min exposure, the
Magnesium phosphate was filtered off, dried,
and sent code-labelled for dowsing by Dr Cyril
Smith. He is a retired academic electrical
engineer who has developed a method for
dowsing frequencies – for example in water.
He holds his pendulum between the sample
and a coil connected to a signal generator. He

While non-local entanglement is familiar to
physicists on the micro-scale (e.g. for atoms
and fundamental particles) it does not seem to
be widely acknowledged on the large scale.
Nevertheless, it is of course well-known to
dowsers as the basis for map-dowsing. But
what is the physical basis of the intensity of the
dowsing signal? I think it could relate to the
degree of local quantum coherence. Thus
where all the particles within an individual
atom move “in tune” with each other in a
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defined pattern, the particles in the billions of
atoms making up an ordinary stone are out-oftune, and move randomly in relation to each
other. It is only when many atoms come into
some degree of coherent relationship that you
get the large-scale quantum coherence which
gives a strong dowsing signal. That this is the
case for living organisms is obvious from
dowsing the human aura. It is also clear from
the extensive research in quantum biology which is still not well enough known to the
scientific community. Furthermore, as is
well-known, such coherence is “infectious” - at
least for some kinds of materials: thus the
largely incoherent water from a tap can be
brought into coherence by proximity to a
highly coherent source. And the mere intensity
of a source, independent of any information it
may contain, seems from my work to enhance
non-local transmission independent of my
conscious intention. Thus the intensity of some
crop circles can readily be dowsed from an
aerial photograph, but from which it
disappears after the field has been mowed.

City Explorer
By Mary Josefina Cade
For me there is a hidden power in London, a
wild spirit that makes living and working here
an adventure. Behind the commercial deal
making lies a lively energy, earth deep, deeper
than the illusion of control emanating from the
money generating buildings. Nature breaks
through the tiniest gap in the rigid barriers of
matter, the tarmac and the paving stones.
Flexibility wins. A cloud moves and reflected
sunlight transforms an office building into a
magical zone, a portal for the imagination.
Pools of rainwater bring the sky down to earth,
reflecting the infinite space that surrounds us,
a focus for dreams and visions.

Finally – what is life-energy? Here we turn to
Einstein's famous equation E=MC^2. As even
Einstein himself realised, this is only the
positive root of a quadratic equation. So a
number of scientists have asked themselves,
what could be the meaning of negative energy?
Well, as positive energy leads to increase in
entropy, and thus increasing disorder, negative
energy must somehow lead to increasing
order. This is exactly what life does: brings a
lot of disordered molecules into an exquisitely
ordered living being. A group in Italy has taken
the theory, and its implications much further.
They make use of the very apt term “syntropy”,
as the opposite of entropy, first introduced by
the brilliant Italian mathematician Luigi
Fantappié in the 1940s.
For further information see articles in the
syntropy journal.

Roger Taylor PhD

Otherworld/A pool of rainwater in Russell
Square, London.

“When you no longer know how to go
further, let the plants tell you, the
plants you let spring up, grow, blossom and fruit within you. Learn the
Language of Flowers.”
Albert Steffen
Sun Painting/Heavy rain flooded the fountain in Russell Square, London.
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As the images last for such a short time I like
to capture them for contemplation when
physically trapped in the office or mentally
blocked into a negative space. It’s easy to get
caught up in all the little frustrating details of
daily life. I always carry a camera, essential
equipment for the city explorer.

disconnect ourselves from the natural
world these visions keep breaking through.

Wizard’s pool / Sun and rain in a puddle
in Tottenham Court Road, London

Cloud building/Clouds reflected in an
office building in New Oxford Street,
London

Corporate magic / The Prudential building
in Holborn plus clouds reflected in the
Sainsbury’s building.

Sky pavement /Clouds reflected in a puddle
in Pied Bull Yard, Bloomsbury, London.
I also see a message of hope. No matter
how much we pollute the earth and
12

research I do linked with the crystal skulls and
my personal crystal skulls would go through
the x-ray at security, the people working there
said “You mean these are real, can I see it?”.

Crystal Skulls
(One of the World’s Greatest
Mysteries that are now
re-appearing to help humanity
into a Golden Age)

So what is all the fuss about these crystal
skulls? Why has there been a number of
documentaries done since 2008 about them,
either to say these artifacts are very real and
have some type of special energy linked to
them which affects people and dramatically
changes their lives, or there is nothin’ to them?
Why last year did the popular series “Ancient
Aliens” do a show just on the crystal skulls?
Also my life partner Katrina and I were
interviewed last year for a program for Russian
and Japanese Television.

By Joshua Shapiro
A crystal skull explorer, USA

Part 1

Definition and Short History
A crystal skull as the name implies is a skulllike object made from a piece of quartz crystal.
That sounds simple enough but the skulls are
far more complicated. Due to the recent craze
(which is not just due to the Indiana Jones
film,) but a sudden and spontaneous craving to
have a personal skull by many people around
the world, we have modern carvers (predominately in Brazil and China) started to mass
produce thousands upon thousands each year.
Before this, some very old skulls were basically
found within or near ancient ruins in Mexico
and Central America. Some came out in digs
by archeologists and others have appeared in
Mexico when people just kicked the dirt or
were digging into the ground to make a new
building and a skull would roll out.
Within the crystal skull community, there are
four classifications of crystal skulls discussed:
© Joshua Shapiro & Katrina Head
Crystal Skull Explorer, Joshua Shapiro
holding one of his personal crystal skulls
There used to be a time maybe 20 or 30 years
ago where if you started to talk about the
crystal skulls with other people they would say,
“hey I have never heard about them”. But that
all changed in 2008, when the last Indian
Jones film came out and there was not one
crystal skull shown but thirteen, as the famous
movie director team, Spielberg and Lucas,
decided to include a crystal skull as the artifact
that Indy was searching to find. So then,
people got up and noticed that the crystal
skulls could be real.

© Joshua Shapiro (a gift from Al Ramirez
2002)
“Ami”, an example of an ancient skull
found in Mexico made from amethyst.

Now when I traveled through the airports to
either do some presentations in different parts
of the world or continue the various types of

Ancient – Crystal Skulls manufactured either
1,000 or 2,000 years ago or from a time in our
far past that are of a superior design which
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could be linked to legendary Atlantis, Lemuria
or a link with Extraterrestrials (bring them to
the Earth) or even the Inner Terrestrials (the
Inner Earth theory).

“Rosalita” – an example of a contemporary crystal skull done by a master
carver in China gifted to the crystal
skull explorers in 2011, this skull is two
pieces with the lower jaw separated
from the top part of the skull.

Old – Crystal Skulls created between 100 –
1000 years ago (but we have no exact scientific
method to date a quartz crystal and know
when a skull was made, thus we can only guess
at its age) which might be linked to various
Mesoamerican cultures in Mexico and Central
America. At least this seems to be possible as
when we speak to the current descendants of
the Mayans, Aztecs, Toltecs, etc … they know
about the skulls. Also non-quartz un-human
type skulls have been coming out of China,
Tibet and Nepal which many believe could be
quite old, and are being called either
Mongolian or Tibetan Skulls. The bottom line
a lot of old and ancient skulls have been
surfacing recently.

Apported – This is a new category that we
have added because we worked for a time with
a spiritual medium a year or so ago who had
two crystal skulls manifest: one clear quartz
about 4 or 5 lbs. which came through a
dimension whole in his bedroom and a small
opalite skull which came through an energy
vortex created inside of his mouth that came
out with about 40 other objects (jewelry and
gemstones) during a séance. We have now
heard of other crystal skulls just coming from
seemingly nowhere too – so our spirit friends
are now sending us these powerful gifts.

(Note: for those readers who are not
familiar with apported objects – since
in the spirit world they manifest their
environment around them very fast by
using the power of thought – if the
energy in the room during a spiritual
circle or séance is strong enough
“spirit” can form objects in their mind
and they have a way to have for them
to just appear in our physical reality.)

Contemporary – Crystal Skulls made by
modern carvers using all types of tools that will
allow quartz to be carved (which by the way is
a very hard substance) and really requires a
carver who knows what he/she is doing.
Diamond tip saws and wheels are generally
used to make the modern skulls now. Plus, the
definition of crystal skulls has changed to
include any skull like shaped stone, any type of
gemstone, not just form quartz and maybe
even the skull is animal shaped or ET shaped.

So for a brief history of when our modern
society first heard about the crystal skulls –
(this is not including the legends which various
indigenous cultures have about the skulls like
some Native American tribes or the Maya who
we believe have been protecting various crystal
skulls secretly for hundreds if not thousands of
years.)
Around the 1860’s there were various crystal
skulls discovered in Mexico – some of these
skulls are now in a museum in Mexico City
(small ones) – some were found by local
peasants who sold them to foreigners and two
of such skulls went to museums in Europe –
the Paris Museum near the Eifel tower has one
and the British Museum in London, another.
Both skulls are from clear quartz with the Paris
skull perhaps the size of a child’s skull and the
British Museum crystal skull is human size.

© Joshua Shapiro & Katrina Head
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other key skulls which did that are believed to
be ancient this would include (each has a name
given by the guardian): “Max” – Joann Parks
of Texas, purportedly discovered in
Guatamala, a single piece of quartz crystal,
larger than human size; “Ami” – a teenager’s
size skull made form amethyst brought out of
Mexico by a Mayan Priest which first went a
group of business men in 1983 as the Mayan
Priest received a loan but did not repay it so
eventually in 2009 this skull was sold to a private collector (unknown).
“Synergy” is a larger than human size clear
quartz skull that doesn’t quite look human,
which is now with Sherry Whitfield in Arizona.
This skull was with a family in the northern
part of South American who gave this skull to a
European man traveling through this area
searching for minerals. Then in the early
1990’s, when this businessman met Sherry at a
crystal fair in Arizona, the skull was passed on
to her. (Note: these special skulls have a way to
fine their true guardians.)
And finally there is another skull known as
“ET” – which is a human sized smoky quartz
skull that is slightly pointed at the head and
the lower jaw which was uncovered by a Mayan family in Guatemala while digging into the
ground of their property around 1905. The
family needed money in 1991 and sold it to a
Belgium gemstone dealer who prior to this was
called by Joke van Dieten living in Costa Rica,
who found this dealer’s name listed in my first
crystal skull book (done with Bowen and
Nocerino called “Mysteries of the Crystal
Skulls Revealed, out of print) and told him he
would receive a human size skull soon which
he did. So this is how Miss van Dieten and her
family acquired this skull. Because of its
distinctive features, when Miss Van Dieten
first saw this crystal skull in southern,
California, in 1990, (I was there with her as
well), she felt its name was “ET” at that time
and this is the name the world knows this skull
by. Afterwards she was diagnosed with a huge
brain tumor which after two major brain
surgeries to take the tumor out and her return
to full health quickly is attributed to the
healing energy of “ET”.

© Joshua Shapiro with permission from Bill
Homann
Bill Homann who is the guardian of the
famous Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skull since
2008, here we are at a high school in Indiana,
just finished testing this skull how it’s energy
affects people with a Meridian Stress Test
System for a show on the Syfy Channel
The World was rocked in the 1920’s with the
discovery of a human size skull with a
removable jaw made of clear quartz crystal
discovered in the ancient Mayan city of
Lubaatun (which means city of fallen stones)
by an expedition led by F. A. Mitchell-Hedges.
The Mitchell-Hedges Skull is an almost exact
likeness to a human skull and after MitchellHedges died in 1959, this skull went to his
adopted daughter Anna Mitchell-Hedges.
When Anna died in 2007, her friend Bill
Homann, who helped and supported her in her
last years became the latest guardian. In
2008-2009, Mr. Homann did a great deal of
traveling around the world to share the skull
but now works with it quietly. If anyone would
like to know more about this crystal skull we
interviewed Bill Homann on an on-line radio
show listed at the end of this article, this skull
weights between 11 and 12 lbs.

We do not have space in this article to cover all
the theories within the Crystal Skull community how these skulls mentioned and many others were made but they each have a strong
presence and energy surround them. Hopefully in part II of this article shared later this year
we can cover these amazing theories. But I will
say, after being involved with crystal skulls
over 30 years (I first saw and visited with
“Ami” in April of 1983) and having over twenty

From the 1990’s there were quite a number of
other crystal skulls which surfaced in various
circumstance that we do not have space to go
into full detail. But to summarize some of the
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personal crystal skulls I share with my partner
Katrina is that:

spark inside of us and that if we touch our
spiritual essence (which is immortal), we can
work together as the Family of Man and create
a paradise on our world. Further, within some
of the indigenous cultures they have a prophecy of a special set of 13 crystal skulls, very
powerful and sophisticatedly made skulls
(which probably are not from our world even)
that may have once been in the temples of
Atlantis but were separated and hidden
waiting for a future time when they would
come back together. The purpose of this
so-called gathering would be through their
combined energy to act as a catalyst to lift our
world into higher frequencies of
consciousness.

“There is a living intelligence that uses the
crystal skull as a dimensional door to come
through into our reality, to make contact with
the people this skull meets as the skull’s
guardian(s) travel with the skull and allow
people to have their own experiences. We
have direct contact with our own skulls (and
others) using our unique spiritual gifts and
they seemingly take on a personality with
human characteristics so we can understand
their messages and teachings. I was ridiculed
about this phenomena on one documentary I
was interviewed for, as they tried to attach
electrical wires to a newly made skull from
china to see if this skull emanated some type
of brain waves but the reporters didn’t
understand this contact was telepathic and
the energy sent out by the skulls is very
different and is measurable on other bans of
frequency.”

Whether this legend is true or not time will tell
but I have observed over 30 years how the
crystal skulls have touched many people lives
and brought more harmony and peace to each
individual. Now would you like to have an
experience with an activated crystal skulls that
has its own living consciousness?
I am Joshua Shapiro, and it has been my
pleasure to give you a sneak peek into the
world of crystal skulls which for me, with the
personal skulls sitting in our living room
nearby as I write this article, continue to
amaze me and bring surprises into our lives.
We would not trade our work with the skulls
for anything else in this world and hope one
day we can meet you dear reader and present a
chance for you to meet what we call our crystal
children.
To a great 2014 ahead and you will be hearing
more about the crystal skulls in the future,
thank you, peace and light.

© Joshua Shapiro & Katrina Head
This photo is taken at the Crystal Skull
Conference in Mexico City in October of
2009. Joshua has done many public
presentations all over the world from
North America to South America, Europe
and Australia in over 30 years of studying
the crystal skulls. On the podium the local
people brought over 30 skulls found in the
ground of Mexico to share at this very
special conference.

Joshua Shapiro

Joshua Shapiro and Katrina Head have been
actively working together to study the crystal
skulls since meet in Atlanta in 2009. They now
have over 20 personal crystal skulls and have
organized two on-line conferences plus
published two new books on their journeys
into the world. Joshua began his journey in

To conclude it is our belief that the many
crystal skulls which are re-emerging (hundreds
and hundreds) were hidden for many years as
they are a tool to help humanity wake up and
remember we are each a divine child of God or
Creator, if you will. That we each have a God-
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1983 when he met the crystal skull “Ami”
(featured in this article) in San Jose,
California. If you wish to learn more about the
crystal skulls, feel free to visit their very
extensive website shown above or you can
email them at: crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com
To listen to the radio interview conduct by
Joshua and Katrina with the guardian of the
Mitchell-Hedges Crystal Skulls in June of
2012, go to:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/awakeningtruth-worldwide/2012/06/09/unfolding-ofthe-crystal-skulls-with-bill-homann

WHEN THE STUDENT IS
READY - THE TEACHER
APPEARS.
By June Kidd

“You should take the ‘Silva Method Mind
training course,’ Jennifer said. ‘Self-control
over your sleeping pattern is just one of many
techniques you can master. How to put yourself to sleep, wake up on time without a clock
and, very importantly for you, through
developing your creative visualization you will
also be taught how to use your mental energy
to direct healing energies to anyone, anywhere
in the world. It’s only what you are doing
now,” she said, reading the doubt on my face,
“But you can do it without exhausting yourself.
Jose Silva, says: “You should do as your doctor
instructs but help him and help your body to
heal by using the positive power of your mind.”

Living the Middle East, I had been programming myself to wake at 4 a.m, to direct healing
to a friend in England. From past experiences I
was convinced of the power of mental
telepathy. I had been told by my friend and
yoga teacher that 2 a.m. was a good time to
communicate (that part of sleep when a person
is most relaxed,) but as the Middle East was
two hours ahead, I would set my alarm clock to
go off just before 4 a.m. Struggling to surface
and then dragging myself out of bed I would
spend ten minutes or so pacing round the
room, making myself wake fully, so that I
could meditate without yawning! The difficulty
was that once the mental work was done, I
couldn’t get back to sleep and one morning as
dawn broke, reaching the point of mental and
physical exhaustion, I looked heavenwards and
said:

It was only on reflection that I understood that
the timing of Jennifer’s visit was the start of
a chain of the most unbelievable
‘coincidences,’ that were to change the
direction of my life and unlock aptitudes, I
would never have credited myself with. Now,
amazingly, this chain of ‘coincidences’ began to
fall into place, like a line of dominos; my flight
home, two days later, was already booked,
there was a Silva Seminar that very weekend
and a friend (already a graduate) wanted to go
again.

“I really cannot do this any longer. I need
help!”
I spoke these words with the utter conviction
that I was entitled to help and that I could
expect delivery. Please do notice the emphasis:
I expected to receive help. I did not hold any
doubt. Even so, I could not have anticipated
the speed of delivery!

It was as though the Universe was one step
ahead of me….
MY INTRODUCTION TO THE SILVA
METHOD

That very morning, an English woman, newly
arrived, came to introduce herself, and I found
myself explaining to this complete stranger
why I was in such a weary state.

That Friday evening in a smart London hotel,
every seat was taken by almost equal numbers
of men and women, listening to the research,
science and logic behind the method.
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“The training will teach you how to meditate at
deeper levels, be in control of, and direct the
power of your mind and imagination to
visualize and create only the outcomes you
desire. You will learn self-mastery, selfforgiveness, stress management, mental house
clearing, improved memory, distant healing
and clear thinking in an emergency etc.

HOW?
Every morning, I would sit at my keyboard and
before starting work I would meditate, (deeply,
within seconds, thanks to the intense training)
feeling the powerful force of deep
concentration, until one aspect or one
character presented itself as the focus of this
days attention. Only then would I begin, still
holding on to this deeper level for guidance.

The power of your mind is enormous. I am
here to teach you how to harness and direct
that power and how mentally, to send and
receive information at a meditative level. (This
was how I wrote “Unshriven.”)

THE STORY:
Set in 1963, my story of village detection was
progressing really well – until the date 1663,
began to superimpose itself on my mind’s eye!
It was life in the same cottage but 300 years
earlier. It would not be dismissed and I finally
wrote it as recall of a past life, experienced by a
clairvoyant, living in this same cottage.

You have the innate ability to direct and
improve your lives by simply taking charge of
your way of thinking. You are working for the
good of self and mankind.”
(Silva Method handbook, “Tapping the secrets
of Your Mind for Total Self Mastery”)

As soon as I made this commitment, the story
took over, unfolding rapidly, daily, like a
gripping film serial. I could hardly wait to
start work each morning. All that I had to do
was meditate, stay focused and keep up with
the speed of the delivery; sounds and smells,
market scenes, over-heard conversations
(silent within my thinking) I felt the hopes and
fears and love of individuals, coping with
plague and Civil War – and human longing……

Three points had convinced me that this was
an honorable organization, with integrity, its
maxim.
First, I would be taught how to work for MY
self-empowerment (and not for some brain
washing ‘ology’, demanding my unquestioning
subservience with the ultimate aim of extracting a regular income from my pocket.)

So deep became my meditation that at times it
felt that I was operating in a another dimension, aware only of my fingers, flying across
the keys, recording what I was viewing in my
mind’s eye. It was as though my body wasn’t
present or needed. It was a powerful and wonderful experience!

Second, we were assured: “This is Mind
Control, your own mind control; you are
always in charge of your mind and you can
reject anything we say, at any level of the
mind.” (So no one was going to try and
manipulate my subconscious mind.)
Third: (and surprisingly in a money orientated
world.) ‘Once you have graduated, you can
take the course again, anywhere in the world,
for the rest of your life and pay only a minimal
fee to cover your overheads.

I am convinced that the daily practice of
meditation is the answer to most of the world’s
problems. From drugs to over population, at
the root of every ill, is fear in one form or
another. Meditation delivers peace to mind
and body, and time to think rationally.

I had signed up and paid for training that was
to benefit every aspect of my life - but if I had
thought that I was to sit back, listen to the
instruction and get a quick fix-it-all, I was in
for a sharp awakening.

Everything is energy. Thoughts are energy.
Let’s stop polluting the planet!

It was an intensive four day comprehensive
program, covering everything from breaking
bad habits to obtaining better exam results and
the foundation of all this wonderful selfempowering training – was MEDITATION;
visualization, meditation, concentration,
deeper meditation, information, rapid
meditation; focus, focus, focus!
The experiences I had during those four days
were, to use the vernacular, mind-blowing!
Armed with my graduation certificate I flew
back to Saudi Arabia – and wrote,
“Unshriven.”
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1663

This book, with photographs, is in 3 parts:

”UNSHRIVEN” 1963

“Unshriven” - “Fiction becomes fact” - “A Life
Enriched Silva.”
My web and blog: www.Junekidd.com
ISBN 978-1-906289-20-1
Available from Amazon top price £8.97
Kindle version £6.51
The “story” on its’ own, is a good page turner,
and pulls you along. But it is also a masterful
class on the spiritual journey taken by June
Kidd.
It’s fascinating to hear of another’s spiritual
journey. Whether it’s just compare with your
own, learn by another’s journey, or to use it
as a signpost.

To die without absolution from sin by the
Church.
“UNSHRIVEN” is a true and factual account of
an extraordinary happening in my life; I am a
writer with dyslexia, who, having completed a
course on, Imagination, Meditation, and Mind
Discipline (Silva Method) found that not only
had I learned to spell (virtually overnight aged 40!) and control my butterfly mind, but I
had also developed a heightened ‘Spiritual
Sensitivity,’ that was to unable me to write in a
state of meditation.

To be Recommended.
Suzanne Thomas – Editor.

The Assemblage Point
By Simon Heather
The Assemblage Point is the main place where
our energy field connects with our physical
body. The Assemblage Point is directly
connected with our life force energy.

Living in Saudi Arabia at the time and working
on a 20th century novel (my first) set in an
isolated old cottage, near Shakespeare’s
Stratford-on-Avon, this most extraordinary
gift was to result in my writing the 17th century
biographies of herbalists, Rachel and Hannah
Myer!

The Assemblage Point lies in the centre of the
chest at the nipple line. The Assemblage Point
is slightly higher on women than men. At this
point lines of energy pass through the chest
and out of the back.

Their story was one of brutal murder, the panic
of plague, a tragic miscarriage of justice, the
binding power of unrequited love and a deathbed vow by the surviving sister:
“Never to rest until the truth is told and the
shame lifted from my family name.”
I had assumed that this saga had emanated
from my free-wheeling imagination, but on
returning to U.K., I found myself guided to
follow a most bizarre trail of ‘coincidence,’ and
discovered that my ‘fictitious’ story, written at
meditation level, (Alpha- Theta,) was provable
and previously unknown 17th century
church/village history!

The Assemblage Point is actually a cluster of
energy lines. Where these energy lines enter
the chest there is generally a tender or
sensitive area of skin with a diameter of
0.5 – 1.0 cms.

I then had to accept the fact that a miscarriage
of justice committed at that time was reaching
across the centuries for resolution by The
Church, through me!
In March 2011, the Rev. John Beckett, ordained minister of The Church of England,
said prayers at the graveside of Rachel Myer,
fulfilling the last wish of Hannah Myer that
allowed her to ‘go to her rest.’

The clustering of lines of energy at the Assemblage Point creates a stronger energy potential
compared to other areas of the energy field.
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Infrared digital thermometers and infrared
image scanners show that the Assemblage
Point has a temperature 0.2 of a degree lower
than the surrounding skin.

Simon Heather runs workshops for people who
would like to learn more about the Assemblage
Point - http://www.simonheather.co.uk Click
on “Assemblage.”

The position of the Assemblage Point has a
direct effect on our physical and psychological
health. When the Assemblage Point is correctly
aligned we will feel positive and happy. We will
be healthy and interact well with other people.

Book
Simon Heather’s book 'Assemblage Point
Healing' is available through his website –
Price £8 plus postage.
You can read a sample chanter by going to http://www.simonheather.co.uk/pages/chapte
rs/assemblage_point_healing_sample.pdf

When the Assemblage Point is out of alignment we may feel unwell or anxious. We may
be lacking in energy and feel that life is constant struggle.

Follow You Intuition, and
Live Each Moment
as if it’s Your Last

Any sudden or prolonged stress can shift the
Assemblage Point off centre. Events that may
shift the Assemblage Point off centre include:
• Emotional Trauma
• Violent Attack
• Intimidation
• Accidents
• Giving Birth
• Drug Use (legal or illegal)
• Sudden Shock
• Operations
• Prolonged Illness
The Position of the Assemblage Point
If the Assemblage Point moves down to the
liver area a person may experience depression
and constant fatigue. This position is common
in people with ME.
If the Assemblage Point moves upwards a
person may display manic behaviour. With
some people the Assemblage Point can split in
two leading them to swing between mania and
depression.
How to Re-Align the Assemblage Point
The Assemblage Point can be re-aligned with
the use of a large crystal by a therapist who has
been properly trained (see links below). Some
therapists may have a strong enough energy to
realign the Assemblage Point without using a
crystal.

Interview with Mada Eliza Dalian, a selfrealized spiritual teacher, on what we can do
to create a new way of living and being.
With all the calamities that have been
occurring on the planet, what are the
lessons that we can learn about life and
ourselves?

The Assemblage Point can also be realigned
using sound frequencies by going to http://www.simonheather.co.uk Click on
“Assemblage.” You can listen to the sounds
while sitting or lying down. The frequencies
may sound quite discordant at first. Discordant sounds tend to move energy while harmonious sounds have a balancing effect.

Mada: Most of us take our life on this planet
for granted. When something dramatic
happens, it forces us to re-evaluate the reason
we are here and why we do what we do.
Calamities, illness and death are the greatest
teachers and awakeners. They shake us up and
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opportunity to learn, discover our gifts and
talents, and contribute what we can to make
this planet a better place for everyone.

take us out of our comfort zone and illusion of
separation. Our struggles and hardships give
us opportunities to grow and realize that life is
a temporary gift for us to love, cherish, and be
grateful for.

Does this mean learning to live in the
unknown?

Unfortunately, because we are slow in learning
this lesson, existence throws more challenges
our way to help us wake up and re-evaluate the
way we live our life. To me, the main lesson
behind natural calamities and the crumbling
global economy is to help us understand that
life is a flux and nothing here is, or can ever be,
permanent. These times in our human history
are very special. They happen every twentyfive thousand years. We are again at a brink of
a mass scale opportunity to wake up from our
sleep. To do this, we must turn out attention
inwards and find that part within us that is
never born and can never die. All we have to
do is shift our focus from outside to inside. If
we start to look inside, and teach our children
to do the same, we can avoid the hardships
that calamities inevitably bring, and find true
liberation in the opportunities that are coming
our way.

Mada: Absolutely. We must all learn to look
at the unknown as a dear friend and be excited
about welcoming it. If we are open and present
to what each moment brings then what needs
to happen through us will be effortlessly
revealed. The changes that we are now experiencing globally bring our
consciousness to new heights of understanding
– to be in the present, in the now, is what life is
all about.
What does it mean to be in the now?

Mada: We can only live and experience life in
the Now. Being in the now means to understand that every moment is fresh and new. It
means not to hold on to anything and to live in
this newness. Every moment is different. To
live in the now we must learn to let go of our
desire to change what is. We must learn to let
go of what came and went and transform our
fear of the unknown. Living in the Now
means saying ‘yes’ to whatever is happening, in
this moment without holding on to the past or
hoping for a desired outcome in the future.
Every moment opens a new door. For example,
if you are rejected in this moment maybe it is
because you need to be by yourself, feel your
emotions and pain, and understand the cause
of your insecurities so that you can find your
own inner light and strength.

Why are we so slow to learn that we
must look inside for our happiness?

Mada: Built into our nature are three basic
qualities: adaptability, forgetfulness, and hope.
Adaptability and hope help us to move on, no
matter how difficult and tough things get.
Sadly, we are not trained to stay alert and look
at the lessons that different situations offer us.
We quickly forget and fall back into our
mechanical unconscious behavior patterns.
Therefore, it is our responsibility to looking
inside and contemplate over what each
moment brings us and ask the fundamental
questions: Who am I? Where do I come from?
Where will I go after I die?

What does spiritual awakening mean?

What are the opportunities that are
available to us in the upcoming years?

Mada: Spiritual awakening means you
understand that the journey is the goal. You
full-heartedly accept what is and say yes to
whatever life offers you. Spiritual awakening
means you have discovered the silent presence
of your being and know that you can never die.
It means you have found your individuality
and can follow your own inner truth without
depending on other people’s approval or
disapproval. You know that if someone
criticizes you or doesn’t like you it does not
disturb your inner peace because you understand that what is directed towards you has
nothing to do with you but is only a reflection
of their own inner state.

Mada: In the time of global crises we are given
many opportunities to look inside and awaken
to our true reality. Through crises existence
forces us to come out of our pattern of
forgetfulness and evolve into greater
consciousness. So all calamities are nothing
but reminders. Because of our habitual pattern
of forgetfulness, we seem to need repeated
reminders to understand that we are only
temporarily visiting this planet. The ups and
downs of life teach us that anything can
happen at any moment, so we can’t take
things, people, our health, or life for granted.
We must remember that our life here is an
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What’s the most important thing we
can do for ourselves to help create a
better life for our community and
ourselves?

physical ailments and incurable illnesses, and
transform their fear, insecurity, depression
and inner unrest into self-empowered
consciousness. She offers Seminars, Retreats,
DM Coach and Facilitator trainings, and
private sessions internationally. For the new
book and CD set with the self-healing Dalian
Method and special offers visit,
www.MadaDalian.com

Mada: First, begin by exploring and
understanding yourself. Understand why you
feel and act the way you do. Understand what
causes your insecurity, pain and suffering, why
you judge yourself and others, why you have a
hard time to accept yourself and others. Once
you understand these things, do what it takes
to transform your unconscious beliefs and
thought patterns into consciousness. Also,
learn to follow your intuition. This means
instead of following your mind and
conditionings, follow your heart. Intuition is
connected to your heart’s intelligence.
Intuition is always spontaneous. The mind
forever mulls things over and considers the
pros and cons, while life slips by. Life is in the
moment. It is always unpredictable. Following
your intuition means being present in the
moment and acting according to what the
moment dictates. It means responding to
whatever life brings you instead of reacting to
it or trying to control situations or people. It
means not being afraid to make mistakes and
instead learning from your mistakes. It is time
for us as humanity to learn a new way of
thinking, being and living. We must learn to let
go of all our fears and live every moment as if
it’s our last!

Silver Dragon Visualisation

1. Take your attention to your feet. Focus on
the soles of your feet.
2. Each time you breathe out
imagine/visualise/pretend you have roots
growing downwards from your feet into the
earth.

Mada Eliza Dalian is a self-realized spiritual
teacher, best-selling award winning author of
"In Search of the Miraculous: Healing into
Consciousness," and founder of the
evolutionary Dalian Method™ (DM). This
ingenious groundbreaking self-healing
system is for the new humanity. It brings the
future of healing and personal transformation
to us today. DM compliments and goes beyond
all healing modalities by working with the
body, mind, emotions, spirit, and
consciousness simultaneously to access and
eradicate the root cause(s) of fear, pain, and
ailments. It is practical, fast-working, and
adaptable to each person’s own needs. Mada is
revered internationally for
her extraordinary abilities to heal and awaken
people to their inner Truth. She has helped
thousands of people to permanently heal their

3. Each time you breathe out
imagine/visualise/pretend that the roots are
getting deeper into the earth.
4. Allow tension, stress, worries flow out
through those roots, into the earth. Don’t be
concerned that you are ‘dumping’ negative
stuff into the planet. In reality there is no such
thing as ‘negative’ energy – it is simply energy
in a place that we may find difficult to handle.
Any energy we release automatically gets
transformed by the planet into energy that is of
use to something or someone.
5. When you feel that you are more relaxed and
have a good connection with the planet, allow
your focus to turn to the energy coming back to
you from the planet. Allow this life-affirming,
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energising flow to fill your body from the feet
upwards, invigorating every part of your body.

Excerpt from ‘The Silver Dragon
Chronicles – Weaving the Earth Light
Web’

6. Pick three items in the room, preferably
ones you appreciate or which have special,
positive meaning for you.

Sue Lilly, February 2013
In memory of Eri Motoki (1964-2013)

7. Take your attention to one of the objects.
Imagine/visualise/pretend that there is a
thread of gold or silver light connecting you to
that object.

(An excerpt from ‘The Silver Dragon
Chronicles – Weaving the Earth Light Web’ ,
published by Tree Seer Publications 2013.)

8. When you have three threads and
connections, allow threads of light to then link
the three objects to each other, creating a
small, localised web of light also linked to you.

www.greenmanshop.co.uk

9. Then, pick points/places/things in your near
surroundings preferably ones you appreciate
or which have special, positive meaning for
you. Imagine/visualise/pretend that there is a
thread of gold or silver light connecting you to
each place, then allow the 3 places to join to
each other.
10. Choose 3 places within 50km of where you
are. Imagine/visualise/pretend that there is a
thread of gold or silver light connecting you to
each place, then allow the 3 places to join to
each other.

Walking with the Deer’s in
Somerset, UK
By Gayle Force

11. Choose 3 places within the country where
you live. Imagine/visualise/pretend that there
is a thread of gold or silver light connecting
you to each place, then allow the 3 places to
join to each other.

As a child of around eleven I enjoyed my visits
to my Aunt and Uncles farm at St.Dennis in
Cornwall. I stayed on several occasions and
learnt quiet a lot about life on a dairy farm.
Part of that was getting to know the animals
and including feeding the calves by hand. Even
they were quite large to me as the nearest
animals I was in contact with were our pets
and other peoples. I loved every minute I was
there and could not wait for the next summer
holiday to enjoy my visit to the farm.

12. Choose 3 places on the planet (you do not
have to have visited these).
Imagine/visualise/pretend that there is a
thread of gold or silver light connecting you to
each place, then allow the 3 places to join to
each other.
13. Draw you attention away from The Earth
and look at the planet from a distance. See its
beauty and see all the thread of light joining
the places around the world. Stay here for a
few minutes.

I have always felt a strong connection with
animals, and this led to part of my spiritual
work of being an animal healer. During my life
I have many wild and tame animal’s , and have
got quite close to wild deer, including seeing
one on our regular walks ,with the dogs down
the local fields before housing estates were
built on them.

14. Allow your attention to return to the
country where you live and then to the area
where you live.
15. Draw your focus in, until you are once
again in the room.

A musician friend worked for a local estate,
now a famous venue for all sorts of activities,
and it was there I saw deer in the distance. My
first peep of a herd of deer. We were offered to

16. Take your attention, again, to the soles of
your feet and when you are ready, open your
eyes.
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come back and get closer and photograph but
life took over and it never happened.

Mikes warm personality comes forward as he
tells you stories about happenings with the
deer’s during his time with them. On the time
of our visit there were a Cornish herd due to
arrive at the centre very soon , so I guess
another visit will be coming up to see them.

Television crews filmed the herds in autumn
with large antler males strutting their stuff and
sounding their voice. With more interest in
wild life screening continued most years.
However it was not until my recent visit to the
South West Deer Rescue and Study Centre
near Crewkerne, that my husband and I got
really up and close, feeding and touching the
deer.
We arrived in the mini bus from Cricket
St.Thomas manor house where we were
staying. It was a recent visit in May on one of
those perfect weather days, when the sun
shone brightly and it was quite hot. An ideal
day for a stroll around the acres of land
containing varied species of deer herds. I never
knew there were so many species.

Deer with Mike

We met Mike and Barry who were our host for
the next few hours and two fabulous people
who look after these deer with love and
compassion.

Everyone was given biscuits to feed the deer,
which they loved and we all loved the close
contact with them.

Most of the deer have names and Misty was
one of the first to greet us who had recently
been a star in one of the episodes of the T.V
filming of Merlin. In another enclosure we met
a large male deer who was part of another herd
and he liked the attention of people too. Mike
fed him a biscuit from his mouth, but it was
only Mike who had this privilege and we must
remember they are indeed wild deer.

I noticed that each herd had its own smell and
Mike said he knew one of the herds by their
smell. I noticed this when I was feeding them.
They were gentle animals and used to people
feeding and walking with them. How
wonderful is that?
It became hard to remember that these
animals are wild, but the experience was out of
this world and into theirs.

We have taken many a photo of these beautiful
creatures and I have put them on my face book
site for all to see as they are so fabulous.

It was also very relaxing and if anyone is
stressed, I feel this to be a lovely way to forget
your worries and unwind enjoying the
company of these deer’s. An amazing place,
amazing people and the animals.

The sun shone, hardly a cloud in the sky and
those photos are as clear as a bell and some
even show the Somerset country behind the
deer.

Mike and his helpers also cater for special
needs children who have a special relationship
with the place, and they help at times and
enjoy the nature walk regularly.

One photograph captures Mike giving the big
antlered deer a hug, just awesome. The centre
is run on donations from the public, which
includes the visits and choosing a deer to gift
aid with regular updates of how your deer is
getting on.

There is a pathway that goes around the whole
complex and then leads you onto the nature
walk as you take the route back to the first
compound.
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It was here we had another surprise, as my
husband looked up the tree as we were walking
and spotted an owl on the branch. She looked
at us all for a while and then flew off. It was
then he saw the two large grey fluffy baby owls
tucked into branches further up the tree. A lot
of excitement was felt by us nature lovers.
Another wow to a beautiful afternoon.

DaySigns
By Sig Lonegren

Over the years, I have found ways of tuning
back in to Nature and hearing Her sage advice.
In my work, I use something I call "DaySigns."
It's a simple trick, really. You don't have to
know any more about Nature than you already
know (although, I trust this will encourage you
to learn more!). If you have something on your
mind, next time, go for a walk, keep the issue
in mind, and pay attention what Nature brings
you. Our ancient foremothers and fathers
didn't make a distinction between what was
going inside and what was going on "out
there." (It's like "As Above, So Below" - only
sideways.) Nature can talk to you, if you have
eyes to see. As you think about your issue, see
if something "out there" really catches your
eye. Say you are having a fight with a friend,
and as you think it might be time to make
peace, an owl swoops across your path coming
from the West.

Deer walking withVince
Lastly we strolled back through the first pen
we had entered and Misty followed Vince from
top to bottom of the field like a pet dog. Was
she picking up the unconditional love of the
healing energies around him or was it that
biscuit she found tucked into his pocket.

Owl

I felt at one with Mother Nature and the deer’s,
the country, the owls and the whole
experience. It reminded me of those days spent
on my family’s farm, years ago.
A lady from the group said it had been like the
time she had visited Alaska and saw the
whales. Just awesome. Volunteers are needed.
Look on face book, Southwest Deer Rescue and
study Centre or phone 07870 440392 and ask
for Mike for your visit date.

While in Native American cultures, and owl
means danger, in Europe, owl means wisdom
(Athena's bird that sat on her shoulder and
whispered in her ear - "a little bird told me").
The West is the direction where the Sun goes
down. It is a place of endings. This owl is
bringing news that it would be wise to find a
peaceful ending to this conflict, and it is flying
to the east - the direction where the sun comes
up. This is a place of new beginnings - the offer
of peaceful beginning of a new way of relating

Gayle Force ©

Just when the caterpillar thought the
world was over, it became a butterfly.
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is going on with each of us finding different
things as far as the Earth energies on the Tor."

with your friend should you choose to walk the
path of peace now, and end this fight. Get the
idea?

Glastonbury Tor
The names of trees, animals, birds, rocks,
plants that catch your attention can all speak
to you - if you make the associations. You're
thinking today about your friend and it is
wisdom to initiate this path of peace, and you
see your favourite kind of tree (mine is white
birch), and it has particularly rough bark.
You're barking up the right tree! Seriously,
outrageous puns lead to outrageous clues. I
promise.
The lesson here is that because different
cultures have different associations with the
same animal or plant, it is important that you
use the meanings and associations that YOU
have.

Good idea. But it is important in any kind of
divination you need to remember that you may
not find what you are looking for, but you
might find what you need instead. This is
exactly what happened. As Sue and I walked
on the road, my eye was caught by a low lying
plant with elongated heart-shaped leaves. The
interesting thing was that some of the leaves
had black splotches on them - like a pixie had
painted them with a tiny black paint roller.
Now the Brits many times use Latin names for
garden plants where in the US, we use
common names. Sue said, "Oh, that's Arum
Maculatum." It meant nothing to me. She
also called them by their common name in
Britain, "Lords and Ladies" - that didn't mean
anything to me either. But they continued to
catch my eye as we walked along the
hedgerows around the Tor.

My First Real DaySign Walk
I know that I have written this story somewhere, and I have told it numerous times to
classes I have taught, but it is so seminal to my
awareness of the importance of DaySigns that I
tell it again here.
About fifteen years ago, I worked with Sue
Barnet, a friend of mine in Glastonbury, on a
project to map the energy leys (E-leys) in our
town. Sig's Hypothesis Number One says "Even if they were trained by the same dowser
(Sue and I weren't), when dowsing in sacred
space for intangible targets, it is quite probable
that no two dowsers will ever find exactly the
same things. (However, with two dowsers
looking, for example, for a physical/tangible
target like a lost ring, they better find the same
place!) Having said that, for the first few
places we dowsed like Windmill Hill and the
Chalice Well, we actually did find roughly the
same e-ley patterns; however, when we went to
the Glastonbury Tor, it was a totally different
story. It felt like we were struggling waist-deep
through a field of treacle. I found e-leys here.
No, Sue found them there. I found power
centres here. No, Sue found them over there!
Very frustrating, but in retrospect, Sig's
Hypothesis Number One was rearing its
absolutely inevitable head. (We all see the
"other side" differently depending upon lots of
variables - who taught us, what we expect to
find, what we are ready to find, our level of
consciousness at the time, etc. etc.) What to
do?

Arum Maculatum

When we got back to Sue's house, she pulled
out her thick plant book, and showed me
pictures of this plant in its various stages. It
went from these extended heart shaped leaves
some with those black blotches on them, to a
long vase-shape enfolding a long phallic

"Let's go for a day sign walk on the road
around the Tor. Perhaps we can find out what
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of a particular place. What's going on in
Nature can tell you a lot. Are there any birds?
What associations can you make with them?
At a sacred site, the medicinal use of the dominant herb or plant can tell you how you might
best to use the energies there. Why is the
dominant plant nettles? As well as nettling
you about something, among other things,
nettles are good for eczema, arthritis and gout.
The site can be used to heal these issues. Using
DaySigns is a great way to awaken again to the
reality of Mother Nature. And in this modern
world of ours, how do we, in our arrogance,
dare to forget about Her?

stamen, and it ended up with clusters of bright
red berries. I knew what it was! Back in the
US, we called it "Jack-in-the-Pulpit!"
So what was the DaySign here? Sue explained
that arum was Latin for "lily." And the Latin
name for Sun spots was Macula. Now, I know
who the immaculate one was - the Virgin
Mary. So who was the maculate one?
Mary Magdelene

The geological record is replete with evidence
of species that disappeared almost overnight.
Dinosaurs are but one example. I hear all
kinds of stuff about we need to save Mother
Earth. Baloney! Mom is perfectly capable of
taking care of herself. While it may sound
disrespectful, if we don't change our way of
relating to Nature, She can just fart
(volcanically speaking) and blow us all away.
She's done it before.
So this rebirth of interest in Nature enhanced
by people's understanding of the power of
place is an important tool for our survival. And
I can only trust that we will become aware in
time to make a difference. DaySigns are one
way we can gain in awareness of Nature that
can lead to a different perspective on how we
are using this planet with no thought to the
consequences. DaySigns can help us to wake
up.
Mary Magdalene! Besmirched. Dirty. And
according to some traditions, the whore of the
red light district that was symbolised by Arum
Maculatum's bright red berries.

Sig Lonegren
From Mid-Atlantic Geomancy MAG E-zine.

Website:www.geomancy.org To sign up
for Newsletter and more.

In Glastonbury, the street that runs in front of
the main entrance to the Glastonbury Abbey is
Magdalene Street. Some say that she was in
Glaston with Joseph of Arimathaea - though
she is much more connected with another part
of the tin trader's route - Marseilles in
southern France. But none-the-less, she has a
powerful presence in the Land of Avalon.

Latest eBook: Sacred Space Handbook on
Kindle or iTunes iBooks
Copyright © 2014 SunnyBank Centre Ltd., All
rights reserved.

Mary Magdalene was connected with
Glastonbury, and while the DaySign didn't tell
us anything about why we were finding
different energies on the Tor, but I did spend
the next two years deeply engrossed in her
story. She remains today, one of my favourite
- dare I say Saints? - in Glastonbury.
So, as this story shows, DaySigns are especially
useful to the seeker when tuning in to the spirit
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over. Being mindful and aware requires
mindfulness and awareness!! :) It is
something we have to be truly conscious of and
bring our full intention and presence to. If we
don't consciously take control of our thoughts,
reactions, actions then we're not creating our
life; we're allowing it to create us.

Appreciating Each and Every
Moment
Jill Graham

Appreciating each and every moment ensures
that we're fully present, fully aware and
mindful of everything that is occurring in and
around us. It means acknowledging what is
happening, moment to moment, and pausing
long enough for that to happen, without
rushing off to focus on some task we need to
do or allowing our thoughts to run away with
us about something that happened yesterday
or hasn't yet come about.
Appreciating each and every moment means
that we don't judge or label experiences as
good or bad or place conditions on things but
we allow things to unfold just as they are. By
doing so, our hearts can soften and open; and
we are more able to flow along with life instead
of experiencing resistance and suffering.
Appreciating each and every moment can set
our hearts free.
Today I noticed just how easy it is to not
appreciate each and every moment; to instead
be so focused on what's gone before and what's
coming next that so much is overlooked,
ignored and filtered out.

Jill Graham
www.healinglieswithin.com
"In the hope of reaching the moon men fail to
see the flowers that blossom at their feet." Albert Schweitzer

Sometimes it feels like value is only placed on
certain things. So if you accomplish certain
things in your day or earn a certain amount of
money then that merits appreciation, value
and worth. But if you can see little tangible
results or achievements in your day then how
easy is it for your attention to wander away
from the present moment? And by doing so
we miss what is right before our eyes; we
simply don't see it, dismiss it as unimportant.
We narrow our perception and close off.

Waking the Dragon (part 1)
By Jan Harper-Whale

I was aware today of how what we place our
attention on dictates how our life unfolds.
Many of you, like me, are probably very
familiar with the law of attraction or how what
we focus on is what we get. But in our everyday
lives familiar patterns and habits so easily take
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friends. We were asleep on top of rocks that
were being gently lapped with a warm tide at
sunset. I woke up to become aware of the rock
I was on and the gentle tide, the summer’s
warmth. I felt exquisitely happy. Then I turned
and to my left I saw the rock before me move,
shudder slightly. A huge eye formed in the
rock: asleep. Then this eye opened and stared
into me with a powerful energy. It showed all
wisdom and compassion. It showed limitless
intelligence and I felt full of its energy.

Introduction
The Isle of Wight has been given several names
by invaders, notably the Romans who called
the island Vectis. This has several meanings:
lever or vector: moving or a wedge between the
Solent water.
Before they invaded our lands, the southern
part of Britain was populated by Jutes, a
northern tribe of Dutch/ Danish origin. They
arrived in AD 449 to populate the Isle of Wight
and Kent. It has been surmised that they were
“Iotnar”, supernatural giants (i.e. big people),
and it is true that modern Dutch people are the
tallest in Europe.

I woke up to my little room in Oxford, but
brought back into this time all the feeling of
loving strength and wisdom that dragon gifted
me with. I have been told that this is being
given “the Dragon’s Eye”.

With a Celtic/Germanic translation it is
proposed that before the Romans came, the
Isle of Wight was known roughly as Innis Wiht
and also Wihtgar in relation to the ruler
Wihtgar (Wihe Ealond) between AD 514 and
544. So the translation is roughly “Sprite”
“Daughter Island” or “lively little companion”.
Also “England in miniature” but best of all is
that the Isle of Wight was the original “Little
Britain”

Like the Dragon egg story of Ventnor and the
shifting undercliff, I felt a “shift” in my
thinking and it has formed the passion to
create Waking the Dragon quintessence.
A stunning outer space image has been circulated showing our Isle from very high up. The
first confirmation to the legend: - this photo
for the first time shows head of the dragon and
her tail, shapes align and landscape of hills
towns and houses all blend into the making of
the dragon which is the Isle of Wight.

THE DRAGON ISLE

The island can be seen as the root chakra of
Britain and also forms part of a trinity with
Avebury and Glastonbury. As in its nature as a
dragon isle, there are aural legends which
speak of the “dragon’s egg” sitting in the
undercliff at Ventnor. That Ventnor
experiences its own weather system, entirely
different from anywhere else on the island. It
has its own climate. The downs stretch across
the centre of the isle and are seen as the back
of the dragon. It is said in certain circles on the
Isle, that when the dragon’s egg cracks, it will
see the dawning of a new age…..and the undercliff is certainly shifting!

To add another photograph to this one, it
shows a powerful natural standing stone at the
most southerly point of the island at
St. Catherine’s point, by the lighthouse. It
stands so close to the cliff edge, as sentinel, a
guardian standing up to whatever weather is
thrown at her. For she is also a dragon, and
very beautiful one. But more of this dragon
later…

Whatever is proposed in aural legend, I can
best move forward with direct experience of
my own.
I was “given” a powerful lucid dream, while I
was babysitting my new Grandson, lovely Cian,
up in Oxford: entirely away from the Isle.
I was on the island, at one of my favourite
beaches, Brook. I was with a close group of
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recall this. Whoever I was and whatever time,
it was a terrible invasion: a horrifying battle.
I went on to see the Longstone for the first
time and it was very deeply emotional.
I chalked this up as “an experience” and got on
with my life.

THE EARTH TRINITY
The piecing together of many different events,
visions and information took over a decade for
me to have that eureka moment and the Earth
Trinity became a reality. This was because I
was rather slow on the uptake, it really took
that long!
It evolved along with my understanding and it
has been a “looking back” to achieve a real understanding. I certainly did not go out to create
this triangle and make it “fit”.

Several years later, I was enjoying a warm
afternoon trek up to Longstone. It was a visit,
not a ritual or anything like it. I was chatting to
a friend. She then drifted off to sit off from the
Longstone. I was right by it and put my hand
to the stone. Instantly I saw over to the
horizon, coming over the ridge hundreds of
soldiers: there were so many, they covered the
ridge like ants. And they were coming for me
and my people. It was heart-stopping and
frightening. There are no feelings to describe
the horror of knowing a battle ahead would see
immense killing and the place I called home
would not exist after that day.

It was a real journey, being “led by the nose”.
It came in three’s: It took three attempts to
find the Longstone, our standing stones at
Mottistone. It took three visits to Avebury
before I eventually came to Glastonbury for the
first time. This is the Earth Trinity. A triangle
formed along the Michael and Mary line and
the Belinus line.
THE VISIONS
The first time I tried to find the Longstone I
was led away to the long barrow over the hill,
the second, I went so far away I ended up back
on the road somehow. But it was the third
attempt that changed everything fore ever. I
went right instead of left at the fork. It is a
steep climb for anyone, I took a rest and put
my hand to an old oak stump, to take a breath.

The hidden and unexcavated disc burial
mound in Brighstone Forest

I did not….. Instead, I saw in sharp detail a
horrifying figure. He was a soldier, a captain.
He was wearing a helmet: silver or bronze and
it was engraved. He was absolutely close up to
me and his eyes were black and crazed with
bloodlust. He had killed many and he was
about to kill me. It was my last moment on
earth. The feeling has never left me when I

Then I was taken to another place. It was in a
deep forest. It was winter and the dead leaves
were covering the ground. I was walking up a
steep hill, and then I saw in front of me a
burial mound, a round disc barrow in the
forest. She said, “This is where I am buried.”
Again these visions came and I never forgot
them, but got on with my life. So it was again
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showed her burial to me in Brighstone: A disc
barrow that is rare and for eminent female
burials. It is from the Bronze Age. (There are
over 300 known burial mounds on the island)
This sent me delving back in time to the
Bronze Age, and found possible links to
Phoenician travellers to the island but
certainly not as warriors. I was shown the helmet worn by the leader or captain, whose eyes
were black and blood-crazed . He had taken
many lives that day and was about to take this
female leader, maybe a priestess.

several years later that I found myself on a
wonderful respite weekend with good friends
up at the Longstone cottage, owned by the
National Trust and rented out. A very basic but
a truly spiritual experience. Gaslight and log
fires. I shared this weekend with Maurice
Bower and his wife, our Arch Druid of Innis
Wieth. He invited me, at the end of the weekend to visit a little known barrow in Brighstone
forest. I had not been out as I had a severe RA
flare.
As we travelled up the path I started to feel a
tingling, a heightened awareness. As we
reached the place, I stopped still, just shook
my head in disbelief. I saw her burial mound in
front of me, at the right time of year so I would
recognize it! I told Maurice all about the vision
for the first time sharing this with another. It
was my Eureka moment. I believe I could hear
the cheering upstairs.
Everything from that time accelerated,
heightened awareness at synchronicity giving
confirmations. The most amazing thing, at that
time was a photograph taken at dawn of the
Longstone clearly showing a female guardian
standing at the tall stone. It happened that
weekend, just the once, for no one has seen her
since.

Recent excavations have unearthed
Jutish/Gothi nobility or priestess that were
buried in Bronze Age barrows.
This helmet covered the whole face, was engraved in intricate designs and looked like a
mixture of silver/bronze. I took in the designs
and then I saw the eyes, unforgettable!
ARCHEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
The Island is super rich in archeology, as much
as famous sites like Avebury in Wiltshire:
but….it is very scarce in funding. There are at
least 2,200 archeological sites recorded in the
Isle of Wight Sites and monuments record. The
island is steadily gaining recognition for the
quality and variety in such a small and concentrated area of land. It is indeed “Little Britain”.
The research, investigation and simply
fascinating journey in reaching a “possible”
date and time in our island history or
“her…story” of this powerful woman, our
Ancestor, has been two fold. She definitely
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many communities were acculturated to
become Romano-British. But now there
occurred a migration from Northern Europe.
From a country then called Jutland, came a
people that selectively chose to populate Kent,
and the most southern area in Hampshire, the
New forest, then called Etene, and the Isle of
Wiht (Yecta). It is not known exactly why they
chose these areas. What is known about the
island Jutes is that they had royal blood, were
the aristocratic part of the Jutish population.
The sister of Arwald was the only known island
survivor of the genocide by the Anglo-Saxons,
Arwald being the last Jutish king and the last
pagan king of England, though her name is
unknown, was married to Egbert, King of Kent
who was a Jute fighting off Caedwella. She is
an ancestor of Alfred the Great.

So in researching back to find this helmet, I
investigated the Sutton Hoo helmet, and could
not make the association until very recently,
when I saw a careful reconstruction of this
helmet, seeing the intricate design and saw it
being worn, that I realized she had given me a
time to research when she had lived on the
Island.
The Longstone on the top of Mottistone is a
megalithic structure: A tall standing stone with
a second lying adjacent to it. It is Bronze Age,
and the burial mound that our Ancestor
showed me is Bronze Age also.

They were also known to be uncommonly tall.

It looks over the Downs, the ridge over which
the army of thousands came, all dressed in
leathers.

“Many scholars including Grimm (1835) have
wondered if the Jutes were Iotnar, the
supernatural giants of Norse mythology. Were
Beowulf’s eotenas and eotena cyn also the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’s Iutnacynn and Bede’s
Iutarum/Eotaland? Maybe the island’s
ancient population were indeed giants, i.e. big
people. The circumstances that make modern
Dutch/Scandinavian people the tallest in
Europe-genetics and nutrition- might well
have been true of ancient Kent and the Isle of
Wight.”

The invasion that brought the end of her
culture and society occurred much later. In
researching the possible times for this terrible
onslaught: the most horrendous slaughter
occurred on the island and documented by
Bede’s Ecclesiastical account, was by the
Christian Anglo-Saxons from Wessex headed
by the Caedwalla of Wessex, an Anglo- Saxon
with a mission……

There has been more Anglo-Saxon archeological finds around Brighstone, Chessell etc., but
one extremely important one, right near to her
burial mound at Gallowbury Hump on
Brighstone downs. A very rare Jutish vessel
was unearthed, and it shows the Jutes were
definitely populating the island. And it would

THE ISLAND JUTES
After the Roman withdrawal from Britain,
there was a power vacuum that needed to be
filled. The Romans controlled all facets of life,
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need to know Spirit lives there at the Black
Barrow.

stand to reason that there are fewer finds of
Jutish remains, and substantiates the view of
mass slaughter by Caedwalla because they
were victims of genocide.
All of the evidence so far aligns these visions,
which came when touching the stone or the
earth to around 450 to 686 AD, when the Jutes
populated the island. But the remaining
misnomer or uncertainty is that her burial
ground is definitely Bronze Age. But then it
was shown that the Anglo-Saxon used these
Bronze Age mounds for their burials also, as it
must be remembered that before the AngloSaxons became Christian converts, their
practicing spirituality was completely Pagan
and so the Jutes remained Pagan until the last.
In this, the Isle of Wiht is famous. It was the
last stronghold of Paganism. The last Pagan
king was Arwald, whose sister was one of the
sole survivors of the Caedwalla genocide on the
island.
So this takes us to the day….when the army of
Caedwalla of Wessex poured in their
thousands over the downs towards the
Longstone, where the leader/high priestess
was standing, holding her ground. It was total
carnage. There is a longstanding aural story
that tells of the Black Barrow, adjacent to the
Longstone, became a mass burial ground for
all those who fell to the sword that day. My
belief is that she was the queen and they took
her to the disc barrow to lie in state. It has
never been excavated. It is not known for sure
if she is there. I would love to find out, on the
other hand I know she is there. So messing up
hallowed ground is not loyal, and I wish her to
remain in peace albeit I feel passionate enough
to honour her and her wisdom with as many
island people as I can. To acknowledge our
Ancestors in this way is natural among many
cultures. But not our “established”
religion…….it is not within the Christian belief
to do such a thing. She was Pagan. So were her
people.

Caedwalla, on the other hand, was a Christian
convert with a mission. He replaced all the
slaughtered Jutes with his own kind. Where in
our recent history does that ring a bell?
The island is the dragon
A wonderful article came to light by Brian
Innes. He has studied the land of the island
with geological factors as a strong focus. And
he came to some amazing conclusions and insights. The island from this aspect is a very
rare and powerful landmass. Before the Romans came, peoples travelled from afar to
come to this island. But why, he asks, did the
Romans build many temples on the island? He
believes that they knew from evidence given
from more ancient cultures: the rare geological
formation on the island.

I have done ceremony in the Black barrow (a
mass burial site) for the souls there. It is
undeniably a dark place: nothing seems to
flourish there although there is plenty of sun.
It is private land and has not been
excavated. During this ceremony, with which
I used an island Pipe, I heard the spirit drums,
without a doubt. That is all the confirmation I

At Gatcombe, two ley lines intersect. The
Belinus line and the islands own serpent or
Dragon line. This stunning feature stretches
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from East to west. It is made from a rare
mineral Firestone. The Belinus line enters

Gatcombe, where it stands at the focus of the
island’s dragon line, and the path of the moon
crosses the street of the sun. At the same time
the Sun and Moon were in conjunction where
Ra street ran southward in a straight line
pointing directly to them. And at the heart of
Gatcombe a piece of Lodestone. A strongly
magnetic rock, exploded with tremendous
force.
“Under the circumstances”, wrote the Rev.
James Evans - to whom we are indebted for
the story of Lucy Lightfoot - “may not time
itself become distorted and disorganized? May
not Time itself become a circle in which the
future and the past just chase each other, and
the present goes haywire, whirling around in
the other direction”.

the island at St.Catherines, where the dragon
stone lives and proceeds to follow the Sun line
to meet Ra Street at Cowes. Why is it called Ra
Street? So Egyptian. Brian Innes believes
worship of the Sun God and also the Roman
worship of Mithras the bull god was practiced
on the Isle. Pagan worship is undeniably
strong on the island, the last to succumb to
Christianity.

Indeed, the Isle of Wight (Yecta, Wiht) is 147
square miles of pure magic, respected and
honoured by our Ancestors. I have dedicated
the last 12 years to learn, follow and honour
one particular female Ancestor who is so very
present to us Pagans and who truly asks
recognition for her and her people. It is
squaring the circle. I believe these powerful
people knew exactly why they settled on the
Isle of Wight and Tichfield over the water,
because both lie directly on the Belinus line,
and if we follow the companion Michael and
Mary line over to Europe, it traverses exactly
through their old homeland. They knew and
followed the Power Ley lines.

Brian Innes writes:
“And who were the first priests here? Some
fifty years ago the antiquarian. Rendel Harris
proposed a remarkable theory.
The capitol of the island is the town of
Newport, which stands upon the river Medina.
But the original name of the town was also
Medina-and Medina is Arabic for town. Harris
began to study the names of other places on
the island. Where the river Medina flows into
the sea now stand the famous yachting town of
Cowes, and its most northerly extension is to
Egypt Point. The name of Cowes, Harris
suggests, came from the Egyptian khau,
signifying regal dignity. And Rue Street, which
runs straight towards the midday sun at the
midsummer solstice, should be Ra Street, the
road of the Sun God. As for the two rivers Yar:
the word Yar is the root of the name of many
rivers, such as the Garonne or the Jordon, and
it means “river” or “water” in ancient Semitic
languages.

This beautiful ancestor has been instrumental
in the creation of the Waking the Dragon
Quintessence (part 2)

Moreover one significant and amazing event
took place two centuries ago:
“Just before midday on 13th June 1831, a
unique event took place on the Isle of Wight.
An intense electrical storm burst over
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Books & Book Reviews

Commandments/Love Directives, of which
I give a few examples below;
1) I, Earth Mother, gave the planet a
song. Know that you are part of
this song as one in the vast web of
life, no greater, no less. All that
you do affects the song for better,
or for worse.
2) Your thoughts both positive and
negative, affect the song as much
as your actions.
3) Everything has consciousness, the
stones, plants, even mountains,
rivers and oceans – all join in the
song. Know that your thoughts are
actions are registered in the song
and affect the stones, plants,
mountains and all, for better or for
worse.

ISBN 978-0-9717032-3-0
Publisher Pamoon Press

4) Developing silence of the mind and
from this place – deep gratitude is
one of the most positive things you
can do for Mother and all others in
the song, especially those very sensitive and intelligent ones such as
whales and dolphins………….

Indie Excellence – Winner – Books
Awards.
Mare Cromwell the author, is a plant
intuitive, sacred gardener, poet and worm
herder. She has studied for sixteen years
with Native American teachers and calls
Western Maryland her home.

If you are looking for a hard hitting book
on ecology, then this is not the book for
you, but it is of value none the less for
those seeking messages from the Earth
Mother.

Mare Cromwell. “I am channeling Earth
Mother. Several gifted medicine people
have confirmed this with me. It’s a long
story how this came about…and will be
sharing in the upcoming “Great Mother
Bible,” which is largely channeled too,
(due out this summer.)

Well worth a look.

Believe and it is True

This book is done in an easy reading style,
with a sense of humour and spiritual
wisdom peppered throughout. It is a
channeled book, which was written over
the period of five weeks, from an unknown
source, and contains 13 messages from
the Earth Mother. Titles for the chapters
inc; I’m Not Happy, But I’m Not Dying –
About Conflict and Soul Woundedness –
About Facebook and Twit Twitting –
Mother’s 13 Commandments/Love
Directives.

A Story of Healing and Life Lessons
Deborah Lloyd

If I were to pick a part of the book that
interested me most, it would be the 13
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Authentic and moving. Deborah Lloyd shares
a down to earth and intimate story that will
inspire courage, trust, and help us remember
that "miracles" are our human birthright. An
unforgettable journey into the deeper, and
often-overlooked, aspects of healing. Llyn
Roberts, M.A Author of Shamanic Reiki and
Shapeshifting into Higher Consciousness.

Creative
Creative Corner

When the polio trauma strikes Deborah again,
she discovers new, exciting ways to heal her
body, emotions and spirit.
This book is a personal narrative detailing a
transformative healing journey. Fifty years
after polio struck Deborah's little three-year
old body, she was diagnosed with post-polio
syndrome, with its overwhelming fatigue and
muscle weakening. But, she did not accept the
possibility of losing the use of her legs, again.
Instead, she met the challenges head-on,
healing her emotional wounds and
strengthening her physical body. Her story is
told through her experiences of learning
essential life lessons - life lessons available to
every person - to manifest a healing journey.
Although her strong faith was developed
through traditional religious beliefs, she
discovered other spiritual realities, leading to
an exploration of alternative healing methods.
Learning the energy healing method of Reiki,
finding solace in connecting with deceased
relatives, and working through emotional
issues with a shamanic intuitive healer are just
a few of her experiences along this amazing
path.

Transmutation Paradox
(for our Buddha Jim)
My growth has spiralled
Understanding deepened
My convictions have become knowing
My understanding
A state of BEing
As I stroke the cat
I’m one with Bastet

Deborah's story resonates with anyone seeking
mind, body, and spiritual healing. Every
person can discover the power to heal. Believe
And It Is True is a reality for all.

Goddess of Independence
Removed from the World
Yet ONE with it

Usui and Karuna Reiki Master and certified
holistic therapy practitioner, Deborah Lloyd,
conducts workshops and trainings in Reiki and
other holistic modalities.

The universe is my playground

o-books.com

To the sounds of a didgeridoo

My heart chakra has opened
Vibrating

978-1-84694-855-8 Paperback (212PP) $22.95
| £12.99

Resonating
Transmuting

978-1-84694-856-5 (eBook) £6.99 $9.99

To a higher level
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I rise
My soul lifts
Forever soaring
Forever plunging
Into the depths of BEing
To higher heights
Of Akashic vibrations
Knowledge
Wisdom
Integration
Of mind, body, heart and soul
My spirit is dancing
Yet still
A flash of red across is across
the sky as dawn and the sun

Cradled

arrives.

In the silence
Of the universe

Sending beams of orange light to

In the silence

the clouds.

Of creation
In the silence

The black silhouette of the trees

Of All That Is

stand to attention in greeting.

I fly…

Birds begin to sing in harmony

(©Tirzalishezz, 11/04/2013)

for their chorus of praise.
The darkness has gone banished
once more.
Light loving creatures begin to
bustle and rustle.
Ready to start the challenges,
experiences and joys of the day.
The Promise of a new day
awaits.
Suzanne Thomas ©
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Hi Suzanne,

This is what I call Earthangels,
it is a manifestation from my inside

I used to get the magazine in the UK in the
1990s. Still have a few old ones! Was on the
BSD Earth Energies c'tee for a while. I moved
to NZ recently and want to start a group in
Napier shortly sending healing locally, just
trying to get interested people together. Hope
to do it after starting meditation with my
spiritual development group. Have been out of
touch with things for a while, then found the
magazine online and got a shock. Have been
interested in Revolving Choirs for many years
as I believed there was one on W coast of
Scotland and one in Anglesey. Never thought
anyone would find out about them until I read
an article in the magazine!

in
my memory bank. Taken without
flash
What my DNA/cells are
remembering.
Took my some time before I
understood
what it was.

Keep up the great work.
Blessings
John
Hi Suzanne - just as you asked to befriend me
on linkedin- I was writing my vision for a
workshop - and then I see your facebook
page....and I got chills. Some of the images in
my head - are on your page! Thanks for the
connecting - and I also would like you to see
Michael Thornley's group Wren Webinars. He
has many members interested in the same
energy, consciousness and sacred sites as you
have here - plus sharing education through
online webinars. All the best and love~
Angela. Via Facebook.

Reidun Haavik ©

Letters & E mails to the
Editor

"Hi
I was introduced to Fountain International by
Sylvia Price when I lived in Northern Ireland
from 1991 to 1998. Have practised the
principles of Fountain meditation in N.I. and
Auckland New Zealand on an individual basis,
till about 10 years ago. I have just got back to
it, and it is delightful to read the magazine online!! Thank you so much! “Angela Day via
Facebook.

Wimbledon Common Well
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Here's a picture of the Wimbledon Common
Well. Taken at a visit to the magic grove last
week.

In 1983, 90 per cent of Kew’s funding
came from the UK Government as grant in
aid. The current amount has dropped to
below 40 per cent as of this year. Funding
was reduced by £0.9M in 2009-10, £1M in
2010-11, and by an extra £0.5M year-onyear thereafter.

LOOK/ THERE'S WATER IN IT. I have never
seen it so full, and the drinking water is
gushing from the pipe nearby.

Kew has now been told to expect further
cuts of at least another £1.5M before the
end of 2016.

The spirit of the trees was very healing, as
was the presence at the well itself. It always
disappoints me to see it on a map called
Caesar's Well. It is definitely a lady well/grail
maiden location and the voice of the well will
speak to you if you sit quietly for long enough.

Under the 1983 National Heritage Act, the
UK Government committed to ensure that
Kew is adequately resourced to fulfil its
statutory obligations, which include:
research; providing advice and education;
plant-related services including quarantine;
caring for world-renowned scientific
collections, as national reference
collections available for study; and as a
resource for the public to gain knowledge
and enjoy. The UK Government is no
longer fulfilling its role to allow Kew to
meet these obligations.

Chris Street

Kew Gardens

Kew has been dramatically increasing
income from non-government funding
streams through the work of their partner
charity Kew Foundation, and via
commercially-generated income,
consultancy work, and research funding.
Although there are plans to extend these
efforts, they are no longer able to keep up
with the rate of cuts in government
funding and many areas of Kew’s work are
not easily resourced externally.

Globally important conservation and
science under threat at Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew due to government cuts £5M deficit will lead to loss of over 120
posts.
The UK Government need to urgently
reverse the existing cuts to Kew’s annual
operating grant in aid funding, and to
cancel the proposed and any further future
cuts.

Due to the cuts, Kew has announced that
with a £5M deficit for this year, over 120
posts will be axed. The majority of posts
will be lost in the areas of science and
public engagement . In specialist careers
measured in decades of experience, Kew
will lose dedicated, expert staff, and
whole areas of work are likely to be
halted.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, with
sites at Kew Gardens, London and
Wakehurst Place, Sussex is a world-leader
in conservation and botanical science, with
over 250 years of historical excellence in
these fields.
Never before has Kew faced such a significant threat to its future. It now needs your
help to ensure its globally-important plant
and fungal collections can continue to be
used to support plant and fungal science
and conservation around the world.

As Sir David Attenborough was recently
quoted as saying:
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Fountain International is open to everyone, of
whatever faith, colour, nationality or political
persuasion. There is no membership or
organisation in the usual sense, and all
individuals or groups throughout the world
work independently in the manner best suited
to their own communities. However, they do
this with the feeling that they are part of a
network, and the thought that group activity
produces an effect greater than the sum of its
parts.

"Kew has an absolutely crucial role in
looking after our botanical heritage and
our botanical future. The important thing
to remember is that it is the premiere
botanical gardens in the world
scientifically. People who think it is just a
place to go to look at pretty flowers and
flower beds are mistaking the importance
of Kew Gardens. The Seed Bank is of
world importance and it should be
supported by the Government like a proper
institution or university and the continuing
idea that Kew Gardens is merely a
playground and that you just put up the
prices to look after it is a misguided
assessment of the value of Kew. The
Government and the scientific departments
should recognise that and support it
properly."

The idea of applying healing to communities
was something that evolved over several years,
particularly as a result of observations through
dowsing of the nature and function of what are
loosely called “ley lines.” Since it’s inception on
29th September 1981, much work has been
done on both the healing side, and the
research into Earth Energies. Perhaps one of
the most iconic pieces of research on “ley
lines,” done by it’s members was “The Sun and
the Serpent,” by Paul Broadhurst, and the late
Hamish Miller. Although, much good work has
been done since by other trailblazers in this
field of research.
The “concept” used is so simple, open to all,
and it just seemed so ideal to the times that we
find ourselves in now. No one needs to be
excluded from this community healing project,
not even the bedridden!
A free Introduction to Fountain International
can be found on the Books tab of the Fountain
International Magazine website.

And Finally

A Fountain
International Type
Meditation

FOUNTAIN
INTERNATIONAL

At a peaceful time of day, when you can be
alone and undisturbed by the telephone, sit in
a comfortable chair with your eyes closed.

Fountain International is a world-wide
community healing project, based on the
simple concept that communities like people,
suffer from disease, and may be healed. By
tuning-in one’s thoughts to an agreed focal
point within your own community, for just a
few moments each day, it is possible to
radically improve the health of the community,
and ultimately, we believe, the health of the
world.

You could play some relaxing music, without
lyrics. Or if you have difficulty focussing on
your focal point, you could gaze at a picture of
it. In this relaxed state, let go of your daily
worries and thoughts that you may have.
Visualise yourself as a flower bud, under a
dome of golden energy… Feel yourself drawing
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up the brown/green energy from the earth’s
heart centre, through your feet, up your legs,
into your chest, and place this energy in your
own heart centre…… Feel the bond of love
between yourself and the Earth…… Then begin
to draw down the white fire of Cosmic Love
from the spiritual realms, through the top of
your head, down your neck, into the chest, and
place it also in your heart centre…… Allow
these two energies to mix and blend…… Slowly
the combined energy begins to expand and fill
the whole of your being…… It fills you with
pure love, light, harmony and joy…… Allow
yourself to accept any of this energy which you
may need to make yourself whole…… Visualise
your flower bud beginning to open, with the
energy expanding further into the room, filing
the building and spilling out onto the
street……When you feel that the time is right,
visualise yourself sending this energy to your
focal point, cleansing it and filling it with
Unconditional Love…… See it sparkling and
buzzing with energy…… See it, then pouring
back out of the focal point, flowing into the
earth around it, and flowing into the veins and
arteries of your community…… When it has
finished, close your flower into its bud like
form again, retaining part of the Pure Love and
Light energy, so that you can share it with
others in your normal daily life…… Sense the
room again, feel yourself back in your chair,
wiggle your toes and fingers, and then open
your eyes.

“You are the Creator of your
reality, so allow your
thoughts to be based in love,
faith and positive energy to
live your fullest life moment
by moment create the joyful
existence you deserve.”
Archangel Gabriel.

Pure Love
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